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1 Introduction to SCUtils CubeDesigner
1.1 Overview of the Class and Relationship Infrastructure of Microsoft System
Center
To help you use SCUtils CubeDesigner, it is important to understand how Microsoft System Center is set up. The
System Center infrastructure provides an expandable class hierarchy. All System Center products use this class
hierarchy to deliver an interface or maintain system objects.
A class is a set of properties. For example, User is a class. First name, e-mail address, and phone number are
properties of this class. Properties have their own attributes that define each property. The class itself also has
attributes.
To avoid redefining some common properties, the System Center infrastructure provides inheritance functionality
for the classes. With inheritance, classes that share one or several properties can inherit these properties from a
parent class. For example, the Windows Computer class can inherit properties of the Computer class.
The main purpose of a class is to create instances of it, called objects. In the example above, we defined a User
class. One instance of User could have a first name of John and e-mail of johnny@myfirm.com.
Classes can have relationships with each other. A relationship is a set of exactly two classes, the source class and
the target class. Once defined, the relationship provides a connection between these two classes. Relationships
should also be defined to connect the objects of two classes. For example, we have a user, John, and a computer
with a network name of comp001; these are two objects of different classes, User and Computer. To connect
John with comp001, we can define a relationship, named computer is owned by user, between the User and
Computer classes, then connect John to comp001 by creating a relationship object.
If a child class is created, it will inherit the relationships as well as the properties of the parent class.

1.2 Understanding Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) Cubes and the Data
Warehouse
Let’s consider the reporting process and how to facilitate it. Requesting a report most commonly means collecting
a certain amount of data from the database; performing summarizing, grouping, ordering, and other actions on
these data; and ultimately delivering the results to the requesting user in a static, read-only view. More advanced
users usually need options for changing the view of the report; for example, to obtain more details about some
fields and to omit others by summarizing their contents.
The most established way of achieving this advanced reporting is to use OLAP Cubes in conjunction with
Microsoft Office Excel’s pivot tables. Unlike databases, OLAP Cubes are designed for reporting. Databases are
primarily designed for storing data, so the design facilitates continuously adding, editing, and removing blocks of
data. Specific mechanisms periodically collect data from the system database and build OLAP Cubes out of the
collected data. Building advanced reports using data in OLAP Cubes doesn’t disturb the system database.
However, building OLAP Cubes directly using the system database presents some problems that can lead to
additional calculations and, eventually, poor performance:


To meet business needs, reports usually gather data into a single subject area, such as all service requests
of the company or all computers in an organization. System databases are not designed in subject area
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groups because they are designed for data input. So for generating reports using OLAP Cubes, data first
need to be separated into these subject areas (i.e., normalized).


In the system database, all fields and names are represented by IDs that are meaningless for users.
Therefore, the OLAP Cube needs to rename entities and their fields to understandable names and titles.



OLAP Cubes need to be fully updated from time to time, to reflect changes or deletions to data in the
system database.

To resolve these issues, another database, called the data warehouse, is added as a middle tier between the
system database and the OLAP Cubes. All additional calculations are performed on data within the data
warehouse. The system database will only provide raw data; all other jobs will not disturb the system database.

1.3 System Center Service Manager Data Warehouse
System Center Service Manager has a data warehouse functionality that fulfills all data warehouse requirements.
The Service Manager Data Warehouse functionality includes processes that extract, transform, and load (ETL)
data from the system database to the data warehouse database. These processes start and complete the jobs
according to a schedule.
ETL processes are guided by mappings. Objects that can be mapped are classes and relationships. Classes are
mapped to dimensions; relationships are mapped to relationship facts. Classes and relationships are objects of the
main database. Dimensions and relationship facts are objects of the data warehouse and, eventually, OLAP Cubes.

1.4 Main Purposes of SCUtils CubeDesigner
The System Center infrastructure provides standard functionality for creating custom OLAP Cubes. However, it
has some restrictions and does not have a user-friendly interface. Using standard functionality for creating
custom OLAP Cubes has the following disadvantages:


Restrictions mean that some of the common goals that users might set are not achievable using standard
functionality. For example, it is not possible to bind the time dimension to a field.



A custom cube often has an overwhelming amount of unneeded fields.



Once a custom cube is created using standard functionality, there is no way to extend or make any
significant changes to it without deleting the cube and create a new one with the required changes.



To create a custom cube, the user should know all of the system names of the objects that the cube might
need.

SCUtils CubeDesigner helps users design custom OLAP Cubes without facing these disadvantages. SCUtils
CubeDesigner also delivers these advantages:


A single interface with all objects that the user will need to create a custom OLAP Cube.



No need to search through numerous management packs in order to find a needed object.



A program that installs into the current System Center Service Manager infrastructure and so does not
need additional settings to get required metadata or server names.



Quick redeploy of a cube after the user makes changes.
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Service Manager objects that are all loaded and represented by their display strings, so users need not
know the IDs of classes and relationships.

1.5 System Center Objects Used in SCUtils CubeDesigner
SCUtils CubeDesigner uses the data warehouse functionality of System Center Service Manager.
SCUtils CubeDesigner uses dimensions and relationship facts as fundamental objects for designing custom OLAP
Cubes.

1.6 Using SCUtils CubeDesigner in production
It is highly recommended to create and test cubes with SCUtils CubeDesigner firstly in a testing environment.
Deploy custom cubes in the production environment using Export/Import feature only after the thorough
evaluation.

2 The SCUtils CubeDesigner Interface
SCUtils CubeDesigner is a Windows Forms application, deployed into the System Center Service Manager
infrastructure.

2.1 Starting SCUtils CubeDesigner
SCUtils CubeDesigner can be executed only from the System Center Service Manager Console. Once SCUtils
CubeDesigner is installed on the Service Manager Management Server, it will be available on all computers that
have the Service Manager Console installed.
Start SCUtils CubeDesigner from the Administration Settings panel, as shown in Fig. 1. SCUtils CubeDesigner needs
privileged access to the Management Server and Database Server; therefore, a user needs to be a member of the
privileged (Administrators) group to start SCUtils CubeDesigner.

Fig. 1 SCUtils CubeDesigner

After executing SCUtils CubeDesigner, the Start Page will appear (Fig. 2). It has two common options: Open
Existing and Create New.
When SCUtils CubeDesigner is installed, it creates special classes for itself in a System Center infrastructure. In
these classes, SCUtils CubeDesigner stores data related to custom OLAP Cubes that are created using SCUtils
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CubeDesigner. The Open Existing option loads custom cube data that were previously saved from those classes.
The Create New option starts a new custom cube design from scratch.

Fig. 2 SCUtils CubeDesigner window

When the user clicks on Open Existing or Create New, the Loading SM Objects window appears (Fig. 3). All
Service Manager objects are loaded into memory for further use in SCUtils CubeDesigner. (The loading process
actually starts in the background when the Start Page is shown, before the user chooses a start option.) Loading
of Service Manager objects can take from 5 to 20 seconds. After loading is complete, the Designer Form becomes
ready to use.

Fig. 3 Loading Service Manager objects

2.2 Overview of the SCUtils CubeDesigner Form
The Designer Form is the main workspace for creating custom OLAP Cubes using SCUtils CubeDesigner (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 SCUtils CubeDesigner’s Interface

The Designer Form always contains three objects, which are discussed in greater detail later in this guide:




TimeDimensions
MeasureGroup
KPIs
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The user can add objects. All user-added objects are called dimensions. Dimensions are based on Service Manager
classes that have a mapped dimension in the Service Manager Data Warehouse. All user-added dimensions
should have a relationship with each other. Relationships are based on relationship facts objects in the Service
Manager Data Warehouse.

3 Sample Scenario
Throughout this guide, we present a sample scenario to illustrate each step in using SCUtils CubeDesigner.
In this sample scenario, we need to create an OLAP Cube that will contain all useful information about incidents in
System Center Service Manager. Let’s call it IncidentsCube. This custom cube will demonstrate all basic functions
of SCUtils CubeDesigner.
IncidentsCube has the following common requirements:






It should contain information about users who created an incident, or who were assigned and affected by
an incident.
It should provide an opportunity to group incidents by created date month, week, or other time period.
It should contain information about related configuration items (e.g., the computer).
It should count incidents with specific values (e.g., closed status or incidents in the Tier 1 support group)
for further use in Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
It should have two KPIs:
o Internal incidents (Tier 1 and 2 support group)
o Repeated incidents (resolved by knowledge article walkthrough)

4 How to Create a New Custom Cube
From the SCUtils CubeDesigner Start Page, click Create New to create a new custom cube, as described in
Section Starting SCUtils CubeDesigner2.1.

4.1 How to Add Dimensions to the Cube
To add a dimension to the Designer Form, click the Add Dimension button on the toolbar. It will open the Select a
Class dialog window (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 Add Dimension

This window shows all Service Manager classes that have a mapped dimension. The list can be narrowed by
entering a name into the Search by name box. After selecting the class, its dimension’s default name will be
proposed as an alias in the Dimension alias text box at the bottom of the dialog box. The user can give a different
alias to the dimension now or change it after a dimension is added. A dimension alias should have the following
characteristics:






only Latin letters
case sensitive
no symbols
unique throughout the cube
no space characters

For our scenario, we will add Incident as a dimension:
1. Click Add Dimension in the Designer Form toolbar.
2. In the Select a Class dialog window, type incident into the search box, or scroll down to find the Incident
item in the list of Service Manager classes.
3. Select the item and click OK, or double-click on the item.
After a class is selected, it will be added as a dimension object in the Designer Form. A dimension object looks like
one of the three default objects in the Designer Form (Fig. 6). The green arrows show the relationships between
objects, pointing from source to target. By default, arrows from the KPIs and TimeDimensions objects point to
the MeasureGroup object. For dimension objects that were added by the user, the relationship arrow will appear
after the user defines a relationship (see Section 4.3). After all dimension objects are connected with each other,
the MeasureGroup object will be connected to a main dimension object. The main dimension object is the one
that acts only as a source in all of its relationships. If there is no relationship arrow pointing from the
MeasureGroup object, it means that not all dimension objects are connected with each other.
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Fig. 6 IncidentDim

A dimension object has various options, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 Dimension options

The dimension object’s enumerations are listed below the dimension alias. Enumeration is a property type of a
Service Manager class that has a fixed number of values. By default, dimensions include all their enumerations,
which can result in an OLAP Cube with too much unneeded information. To reduce information in an OLAP Cube,
disable unwanted enumerations by clicking the visibility switch. Disabled enumerations will become unavailable
in the enumeration list, as shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 Disabled enumeration

4.2 How to Rename a Dimension
Dimensions can be renamed to give them more distinctive names. To do so, click the Dimension Alias Editor
button on the dimension object (Fig. 7). It will open the Enter Dimension Name dialog box (Fig. 9). Type an
appropriate alias for the dimension and click OK.

Fig. 9 Dimension name

4.3 How to Define and View Relationships
Defining relationships is the main logic in building OLAP Cubes. Without relationships, SCUtils CubeDesigner
cannot know how to treat data from the data warehouse and will not be able to build an OLAP Cube. The same
two dimensions can have several relationships. It is important to understand which endpoint dimension is desired
in a particular relationship. A dimension can act as a target dimension for only one relationship, but it can act as a
source dimension for many relationships. In our sample scenario, we need three users for an incident: the user
who created the incident, the user who is affected by the incident, and the user the incident is assigned to. To
achieve this, we will need one incident dimension and three user dimensions.
To define a relationship between dimensions, click the Relationships Editor button in a dimension object (Fig. 7).
The Define Relationship dialog box will open (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10 Relationships

The Define Relationship dialog box shows all possible relationships between selected source and target
dimensions. You can change both source and target dimensions by selecting a dimension alias in the
corresponding lists. In the Source list at left, you can select a source dimension; in the Target list at right, you can
select a target dimension. After the source or target dimension is changed, the Relationship and Description lists
will change to show the possible relationships between the newly selected source and target dimensions.
For our scenario, we will add relationships:
1. Add a User dimension as shown in Section 4.1.
2. Rename User to CreatedUser as shown in Section 4.2.
3. Click the Relationships Editor button in the CreatedUser dimension object.
4. In the Relationship list, select WorkItemCreatedByUserFact and click OK.
5. Repeat steps 1–4 to create the following dimensions and relationships: AssignedUser dimension with
WorkItemAssignedToUserFact relationship, and AffectedUser dimension with
WorkItemAffectedUserFact relationship.
6. Add a Computer dimension as shown in Section 4.1.
7. Click the Relationships Editor button in the Computer dimension object.
8. In the Relationship list, select WorkItemAboutConfigItemFact and click OK.
You can review existing relationships by clicking the same Relationships Editor button shown in Fig. 7 on a
dimension object that already has a relationship. (If you click this button on a dimension object that has no
relationship, the Define Relationship dialog box shown in Fig. 10 will open.)
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Fig. 11 List of Relationships

The List of Relationships dialog box opens to display a list of related pairs of dimensions (Fig. 11). Select a pair of
dimensions to see a list of possible relationships between the pair. The current relationship is highlighted in the
Relationship and Description lists, as shown in Fig. 11.
To change the current relationship between a pair of dimensions, double-click another relationship name in the
Relationship list. To delete a relationship, click on X in the Delete column to the right of the dimension pair.
To add a new relationship of the existing dimensions click on Define a New Relationship button (Fig. 12). After
that the dialog box shown in Fig. 10 will appear.

Fig. 12 Define a New Relationship button

4.4 How to Add a Time Dimension
SCUtils CubeDesigner provides time dimension functionality through the built-in TimeDimensions object in the
Designer Form (Fig. 4). To include a time dimension for your OLAP Cube, click Add new in the TimeDimensions
object. The Time Dimension Editor dialog box will open (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 13 Time Dimension

Time dimension does not use relationships; instead, it binds directly to the date type property of one of the
included dimensions. To bind a time dimension, select a dimension name in the Dimension list of the Time
Dimension Editor box, then select a date type property from the Property list. The resulting OLAP Cube will have
an additional dimension that will contain details about the selected date property. By default, an included time
dimension will have same alias as the property that it is bound to. To change the alias, type a new name in the
Dimension Name text box (Fig. 13). To change the alias after it has been added, click the Edit button in the
TimeDimensions object, as shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14 Time Dimension options

In our sample scenario, we need to group information by created date properties, so we will bind a new time
dimension to the Incidents cube’s created date property.
1. Click Add new in the TimeDimensions object.
2. In the Dimension list, select Incident.
3. In the Property list, select CreatedDate.
4. Click OK.

4.5 How to Add a Measure
A measure is a fact that is generated from existing data using a mathematical operation (e.g., average, sum). An
OLAP Cube must have at least one measure. To add a measure, click Add new in the default MeasureGroup
object. The Measure Editor dialog box will open (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15 Measure Editor

To create a measure, first select a dimension from the Dimension list and a property from its Property list. Then
select an item in the Aggregate Function list. There are six different aggregate functions. If the selected aggregate
function is not Count or DistinctCount, then the property must be numerical. A property can be selected for any
included dimension. After a measure is added, it will appear in a resulting OLAP Cube as a calculated member that
can be sliced using dimensions. In the Designer Form, the measure will appear as another member of the
MeasureGroup object.
To add a measure that will count all incidents:
1. Click Add new in the MeasureGroup object.
2. Make sure that the Incident dimension’s given alias is selected in the Dimension list.
3. Select Id in the Property list as a unique identifier that will be counted in this measure.
4. Make sure that DistinctCount is selected in the Aggregate Function list.
5. Change the measure in the Measure Name text box by typing AllIncidentCount.
6. Click OK.
It is important to choose the correct combination of property and aggregate function to achieve a particular
measure. For example, let’s say we have chosen the Title property along with the DistinctCount aggregate
function. This measure will not correctly count incidents because we know that in some cases two different
incidents can have the same title, so our measure will count only one of those two incidents. In another example,
let’s say we have chosen the Id property along with the Count aggregate function. This measure also will not
correctly count incidents because we know that in some cases one incident can have two or more related
computers (configuration items), so our measure will be incorrectly high.
In a resulting OLAP Cube, any measure can be sliced by any dimension. For example, if your cube has a Computer
dimension, you can add distinct count of computers as a measure and then slice it by an incident’s Classification
dimension to see how many computers have networking problems or software problems. Or you can slice it by
the Affected Users dimension to see which department has the highest number of computers related to
incidents.
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4.6 How to Define a Measure as a Time Difference
It’s possible to create a measure as a time difference between two dates. It works only for properties of a Date
type.
Click on Define Measure as a Time Difference. The dialog view will be changed and only properties of a Date type
will be available.

Fig. 16 Define Measure as a Time Difference

The active column is highlighted in yellow. Double-click on the required field to add it in the active column. You
have to define both Start and End Dates. The dates could be from different dimensions.
You can also set a time unit for the measure from minutes to years. The default value is minutes.
If required you can use an absolute date and time instead of the property. Check Absolute Date to get a calendar
control.

4.7 How to Define Selection Criteria
SCUtils CubeDesigner provides functionality to filter data that the Measure function uses. To do this, click Define
Selection Criteria for this Measure in the Measure Editor dialog box. The Selection Criteria for Measure dialog
box will open on top of the Measure Editor box, as shown in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 17 Selection Criteria for Measure

In the Selection Criteria for Measure box, you can define selection (i.e., filtering) criteria. With these criteria, we
can further define some measures by designating the values of specific properties. For example, as shown in Fig.
17 and in the example below, we can add a measure that counts incidents only with Tier 1 or Tier 2 support
groups.
According to our sample scenario, we should add a measure named IncidentsResolvedInternally that will count
incidents in Tier 1 or Tier 2 support groups.
1. In the Designer Form, click Add new in the MeasureGroup object.
2. In the Measure Editor box, make sure that the Incident dimension’s given alias is selected in the
Dimension list.
3. Select Id in the Property list.
4. Make sure that the DistinctCount aggregate function is selected.
5. Change the measure name by typing IncidentsResolvedInternally in the Measure Name text box.
6. Click Define Selection Criteria for this Measure.
7. In the Selection Criteria for Measure box, make sure that the Incident dimension’s given alias is selected
in the Dimension list.
8. Double-click on TierQueue in the Property list. TierQueue will be added to the current selection criteria,
which are displayed in the bottom area of the Selection Criteria for Measure box. You now need to specify
criteria for each column in the criteria list.
9. In the Operator Selection box, click equals.
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

In the Value Selection box, click Tier 1.
Repeat steps 8–9.
In the Value Selection box, click Tier 2.
Click OK.
Click OK.

Depending on the type of property, the Value Selection box can be a drop-down box, a simple text box, or a date
picker. If you include a property that is already in the criteria list, it will be added with an OR condition, as it is in
Fig. 17. Otherwise it will be included with an AND condition. To remove a property from the criteria, click the x
next to the Value Selection box.
When you include a Date type property in the selection criteria (Fig. 18), you can set the value to a specific date
or to a date relative to today’s date, for example, two weeks before today.

Fig. 18 Relative criteria

To write a relative date in the Value Selection text box, use four key symbols: d, w, m and y, where d = day, w =
week, m = month, and y = year. Use the plus sign (+) to add time and the minus sign (-) to remove it. For example,
if you need to specify five days before today, then the expression for this will be: -5d or -1w+2d.
There is also another feature that you can use if you are including date type properties. You can select the
operator is between. When you select is between for the operator, two Value Selection fields will appear. These
Value Selection fields can be date pickers for specifying explicit dates or text boxes for relative-to-today
expressions. Fig. 18 shows examples of these features. In Fig. 18, entities that have a CreatedDate property
between -2w and -1w are those that were created a week before, and entities that have a CreatedDate property
greater than or equal to -3d are those that were created after three days ago.

4.8 How to add a KPI
SCUtils CubeDesigner provides functionality for creating KPIs. The best practice for constructing a KPI is to
calculate it as a ratio with possible values ranging from 0 to 1. The goal of such a KPI would be 1 or 0, so
thresholds should be somewhere between 0 and 1. However, SCUtils CubeDesigner doesn’t restrict the user to
this range, meaning that you may construct KPIs that will show any other possible values.
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To add a new KPI, click Add new in the Designer Form’s default KPIs object.

Fig. 19 KPI Editor

The KPI Editor dialog box will open (Fig. 19). In SCUtils CubeDesigner, KPIs are constructed by entering formulas in
four fields: KPI Value, Goal, Green threshold, and Yellow threshold. All four fields can use measures to calculate
values.
KPI Value is a variable field that should represent the status of a particular KPI. Goal is an abstract value that
should be the maximum or minimum that a KPI Value can ever reach. Green threshold and Yellow threshold are
checkpoints of the KPI Value along the way to the Goal. If the KPI Value is closer to the Goal than the Green
threshold is, then the resulting OLAP Cube will show a green status. If the KPI Value is closer to the Goal than the
Yellow threshold but not closer than the Green threshold, then the resulting OLAP Cube will show a yellow status.
If the KPI Value is farther from the Goal than the Yellow threshold, then the resulting OLAP Cube will show a red
status. (Fig. 20)

Fig. 20 KPI Thresholds

In the KPI Editor box, the Direction option shows whether the Goal is always higher or lower than the KPI Value.
According to our scenario, we need to create two KPIs. Let’s start with the InternalResolvance KPI.
1. In the Designer Form, click Add new in the KPIs object.
2. In the Measure list, double-click IncidentsResolvedInternally. This will add it to the KPI Value formula.
3. In the Measure list, double-click AllIncidentCount.
4. Edit the KPI Value formula to show division by adding a forward slash as follows:
[IncidentsResolvedInternally]/[ AllIncidentCount].
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5.
6.
7.
8.

Type 1 in Goal.
Type 0.5 in Green threshold.
Type 0.2 in Yellow threshold.
Type InternalResolvance in the KPI Name text box.

The KPI that we created in the steps above will calculate the ratio of incidents resolved internally to all incidents.
The goal of this KPI is for all incidents to be resolved internally (i.e., incidents resolved internally / all incidents =
1). But, as we explained before, Goal is the maximum value. The status of this KPI will be green after the count of
internally resolved incidents is equal to or more than half of all incidents (incidents resolved internally / all
incidents = 0.5).
Now let’s add a RepeatedIncidents KPI.
1. In the Designer Form, click Add new in the KPIs object.
2. In the Measure list, double-click RepeatedIncidents.
3. In the Measure list, double-click AllIncidentCount.
4. Edit the KPI Value formula to show division by adding a forward slash as follows:
[RepeatedIncidents]/[AllIncidentCount].
5. Type 1 in Goal.
6. Type 0.5 in Green threshold.
7. Type 0.2 in Yellow threshold.
As in the previous KPI, this KPI’s goal is for all incidents to be resolved using the knowledge article walkthrough (a
Goal value of 1). But in some cases, the goal may be reversed (Goal set to 0 instead of 1), which means that the
goal is to have as few as possible repeated incidents. In this case, the Direction should be set to down instead of
up.

5 Cube Maintenance Using SCUtils CubeDesigner
5.1 Saving, Loading, and Deleting the Cube
To save current work on a custom cube, click the Save Cube button in the Designer Form (Fig. 21).
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Fig. 21 Defined cube

If this cube has not been saved before, you will be prompted to enter the name in the Enter Cube Name dialog
box (Fig. 22).

Fig. 22 Cube's name

SCUtils CubeDesigner will save all data for the cube in specially created Service Manager classes.
To load a cube, click File and Open from the SCUtils CubeDesigner main menu. The List of Cubes dialog box will
open, where you can select one of the earlier saved cubes.
You can also delete a cube in this dialog box. To delete a cube, right-click on the cube icon, then click Delete Cube
(Fig. 23).
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Fig. 23 List of cubes

5.2 Import and Export
SCUtils CubeDesigner supports exporting and importing the cube data from and to XML files for back-up or other
purposes.
To import a cube from an XML file, first start an empty cube by clicking File and New from the main menu or by
clicking Create New on the Start Page.
If you import a cube definition to a non-empty cube then your cube will be reset and all changes you made will be
lost.

5.3 Deploying and Processing the Cube
After a cube is designed and saved, it needs to be deployed in order to be used. Deploy means to create an OLAP
Cube at a special server that is dedicated to storing and maintaining OLAP Cubes. SCUtils CubeDesigner uses the
Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services Server to do this. Click Deploy to Server in the toolbar of the Designer
Form to create the OLAP Cube on this server.
After you deploy the cube that you have designed in SCUtils CubeDesigner, this cube will be created as an OLAP
Cube in the OLAP Cube Server. But at first it will have no data in it. Deploying only creates a skeleton of the OLAP
Cube. Filling this skeleton with data is another step, called processing the cube. When an OLAP Cube is processed,
it is filled with data from the data warehouse server.
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Fig. 24 Cube Deployment

When you click Deploy to Server, you will see both of these steps in creating an OLAP Cube displayed in a dialog
box as shown in the Fig. 24. After deploying is complete, SCUtils CubeDesigner will display a dialog box asking you
whether you want to proceed to the step for processing the cube, since in some cases, cube processing can take a
considerable amount of time.

5.4 Setting a Schedule for Cube Processing
To avoid outdated data in an OLAP Cube, processing must be repeated from time to time. SCUtils CubeDesigner
provides a scheduler for this purpose. To set the processing schedule for the current cube, click Define Processing
Schedule on the toolbar of the Designer Form (Fig. 25).

Fig. 25 Cube Scheduler
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The Set Schedule for Cube Processing dialog box contains options for setting schedules on an hourly or daily
basis. After you click OK, SCUtils CubeDesigner will deploy a new management pack into System Center Service
Manager that has a workflow description with the given parameters. This workflow will do the cube processing on
schedule.

6 How to Use a Custom Cube
All custom cubes created with SCUtils CubeDesigner are available in Service Manager console in Data Warehouse
workspace in Cubes (Fig. 26). Select the created custom cube in the list of the available cubes and then in the Task
pane click on Analyze Cube In Excel.

Fig. 26 Custom cubes in Service Manager console

Using Excel pivot tables you can create various types of the reports (Fig. 27).
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Fig. 27 Excel reports

All measures created by SCUtils CubeDesigner are calculated that is why you cannot use a double-click on-cell action
to get drillthrough data, that make up the calculated value. Instead SCUtils CubeDesigner provides you with the
custom action mechanism. To get drillthrough data right-click on the value cell in the Excel pivot table and select
Additional Actions, then Drillthrough (Fig. 28).

Fig. 28 Drillthrough action in Excel

You get the list of the drillthrough data in a new sheet (Fig. 29).
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Fig. 29 Drillthrough data

7 How to Configure a Sample of CubeDesigner Report
Make sure that become familiar with Before the first start paragraph of SCUtils CubeDesigner Installation Guide.
The installation of SCUtils CubeDesigner must be totally completed and all management packs have been
synchronized and Load.Common Data Warehouse job must successfully complete at least twice since SCUtils
CubeDesigner initial installation.
You find a sample cube definition in XML format (IncidentsCube.xml) and report in Microsoft Excel format
(IncidentDashboard.xlsx) in the installation folder of the SCUtils CubeDesigner (default path is ‘C:\Program
Files\SCUtils\SCUtils CubeDesigner’).
Use the following procedure to configure the sample:
1. Open the Service Manager console, go to Administration workspace, then to Settings, select SCUtils
CubeDesigner.

Fig. 30 SCUtils CubeDesigner
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2. In the opened SCUtils CubeDesigner window click on Create New.

Fig. 31 Create new cube

3. If it is the first run of SCUtils CubeDesigner, you have to set Settings. Click on Get Default Settings to resolve
the settings automatically. If it fails (usually happens when firewalls are active), fill the fields manually. Also
set SM Service Account (an account with administrative rights in the Service Manager management server
and Service Manager Data Warehouse management server).

Fig. 32 Settings

4. Click on Import from XML.

Fig. 33 Import from XML
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5. Select IncidentsCube.xml in the installation folder of the SCUtils CubeDesigner (default path is ‘C:\Program
Files\SCUtils\SCUtils CubeDesigner’). Click OK.

Fig. 34 Select the file

6. After the successful import click on Save Cube button.

Fig. 35 Save the cube

7. Enter IncidentsCube as a name.

Fig. 36 Enter the name

8. Click on Deploy to Server.

Fig. 37 Deploy to the server
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9. When the deployment process is done Question dialog will appear.

Fig. 38 Process the cube

10. Click on Full process to process the cube.
11. After the successful deployment, close SCUtils CubeDesigner form.
Since this moment you have to use a computer with installed Microsoft Excel and Service Manager Console under
an account that has administrative rights in Service Manager.
12. In Service Manager Console navigate to Data Warehouse workspace, then open Cubes view.

Fig. 39 Custom cube in the list

13. Check that IncidentsCube is in ‘processed’ state.
14. Select IncidentsCube on the right-side panel, then click on Analyze Cube in Excel console task.
15. In the opened Excel workbook select DATA menu, then Connections.

Fig. 40 Select Connection to grab the connection string

16. In Workbook Connections dialog select Connection and click Property button.
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17. In Connection Properties dialog select Definition tab.

Fig. 41 Connection Properties

18. Select and save the content of Connection Strings text field using Notepad or another text editor for the future
use.
19. Close Excel workbook without saving.
20. Open IncidentDashboard.xlsx in Excel (if required, copy the file from the computer where CubeDesigner was
installed).
21. In Excel windows click on Enable Content button.
22. Open Connection Properties using steps described in previous paragraph and replace the text in Connection
Strings text field with the text you saved before.
23. Save the workbook. Optionally, you can also save the workbook to a shared folder or other shared location,
such as the analysis library.

8 Troubleshooting
8.1 Installation
SCUtils CubeDesigner should be installed on the System Center Service Manager Management Server. If installed
on a different server, the installation will fail with error.
Installation of SCUtils CubeDesigner requires Administrator access on a server.

8.2 Operation
A cube needs to be saved before it can be deployed.
All dimensions included in a cube need to have relationships with each other; otherwise, SCUtils CubeDesigner
will fail in deploying the cube.
If you leave SCUtils CubeDesigner working for a long period of time, it can lose connection to the server. If that
happens, click File and Reconnect from the main menu.
The SCUtils CubeDesigner scheduler works by using the Service Manager Workflow account. This account usually
does not have access to the database server of the System Center Service Manager data warehouse. Therefore,
you need to provide the credentials of the Service Manager Service account for SCUtils CubeDesigner. You can
enter the User Name and Password of a Service Manager Service account by clicking View and Settings from the
main menu. You can check scheduler results in the Service Manager Console by clicking Administration,
Workflows, and Status.
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If a cube has been processed before, then repeated processing will be quick. However, in some cases quick
processing will not update data in the cube. If that happens, during the deploy stage select the Full Process
button when prompted for processing (Fig. 42).

Fig. 42 Cube Processing

Wait until full processing ends, and then check the data in your reports. Processing that is done by the scheduler
always performs a full process, so there is no need to force it.
If you need to sort months in Excel slicer by calendar order please refer to Microsoft official blog’s post where the
product team described the steps required to achieve the goal.
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